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The completion of this dissertation brings me individual distinction as the recipient of 

a PhD in History. But in many ways, the distinction is misplaced, and the certificate of honor 

fails to give credit where it is most due.  Litanies of acknowledgements would not adequately 

explain the degree to which this dissertation is the product of an overlapping and 

collaborative set of knowledge projects. My work builds upon what others made possible for 

me to do. So I offer this unconventional story to honor those I worked with by honestly 

acknowledging not just individuals who did things for me, but by describing the social 

relationships that inform the writing of recent history.  

 

What is a Dissertation? 

I still remember the exact moment when I realized that my dissertation research had 

more direct relevance to my life than I had previously thought. I was trying to make sense of 

how apprenticeship programs in skilled trades weeded many if not most prospective workers 

out of the construction industry instead of providing them with stable employment. By 

reading the work of labor economists and civil rights lawyers who challenged the operation 

of labor unions in the construction industry in the 1960s, I learned that apprenticeship 

programs routinely had dropout rates as high as 50 percent even before black workers entered 

them. By making academic coursework a prerequisite for on-the-job training, and erecting a 

certification program that delayed applicants’ ability to receive journeyman wages by three to 

five years, apprenticeship programs had the effect (whatever the intention) of insulating 

skilled tradesmen from job competition by delaying people’s entry into the construction 

industry labor market. Those who dropped out of apprenticeship programs, rather than 
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blaming the system, incorporated a capitalist logic into their thinking, with the assumption 

that they lacked the merit or skill to accomplish what was required. And there was no level 

playing field after graduation from apprenticeship programs, because union membership 

requirements and dispatch rules privileged those with seniority for work.  

Then it struck me: my own apprenticeship in a PhD program in the liberal arts is not 

much different from the kinds of apprenticeship programs in blue collar industries that I write 

about. Reading Craig Jeffrey’s study of “timepass”— the naturalization of limbo for people 

who spend much of their 20s waiting in vain to enter the middle class in India— helped 

trigger the connection for me between my own work and my object of study.1 Of course the 

comparison is only analogous, and not exact. I recognize the comparative luxury of my 

position in graduate school, and the high cultural status that accompanies white-collar labor 

even when it offers low pay and job insecurity. But certain similarities between my own 

apprenticeship and the apprenticeships in the construction industry that I studied were 

illuminating. The voluntary choice to delay one’s entry into the middle class. The use of 

one’s labor as a “helper” or “apprentice” prior to stable employment, in lieu of on-the-job 

training that would promise employment at the end of one’s tutelage. The years of abstract 

coursework serving as a pre-requisite to, rather than a part of, the work required for 

certification in one’s craft. The high dropout rates of apprentices unwilling or unable to forgo 

market-rate wages for so many years. And the graduation into an industry run by a guild 

whose membership rules privilege those with seniority, and thereby restrict job competition 

by shifting the burdens of recessions onto the young and the unemployed.  

I offer this parable because I could not give proper thanks to those who made it 

possible for me to receive a PhD in History without first acknowledging what a perilous 
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process it is to write a dissertation. Graduate education in the liberal arts today provides a 

long, drawn-out set of tasks, and cultivates esoteric knowledge without regard for an 

economic rationale. The rare space inside of capitalism that PhD programs provide to 

graduate students work according to values that do not place the profit motive above all 

others at first seems miraculous. But life at the margins of capitalist society, with the 

possibility that one’s career may never provide one with the dignity or economic stability that 

one hopes for, also brings substantial material and psychological costs. These costs are often 

expressed in various forms of self-doubt or attempts to overcompensate for one’s marginal 

status. In a society where status is generally commensurate with income, it is easy even for 

anti-capitalists to question the value of their esoteric knowledge projects when there are so 

few financial rewards for their work. For me, the desire to honor others’ gifts to me, and to 

share the benefits of my privileges, has sustained me and served as the source of my will to 

write. So this dissertation is dedicated to the many who believed in me and my work the last 

9 years in graduate school. Eschewing brevity, I will acknowledge as many of them here as 

possible. 

 

Conceiving the Dissertation 

My choice to study the United Construction Workers Association (UCWA) brought 

together three unrelated but overlapping events in my life. First, I read Jill Quadagno’s The 

Color of Welfare, which mentioned in passing direct action protests across the country that 

drove the creation of the Philadelphia Plan and modern-day affirmative action policy.2 Her 

important book’s brief mention of protests in Seattle in 1969— along with protests in 

Chicago, Pittsburgh, and Philadelphia— piqued my interest in Seattle’s contribution to this 
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larger story. To this day I believe that The Color of Welfare deserves far more attention than 

it has received from scholars, and is superior to more well-known books such as Ira 

Katznelson’s When Affirmative Action Was White.3 

Second, Karyl Winn, a heroic archivist in the University of Washington Library’s 

Special Collections, oversaw the acquisition of Tyree Scott’s personal papers a few years 

before I entered graduate school. Winn told me that she had heard through the grapevine that 

Tyree Scott placed his file cabinets full of UCWA and Labor and Employment Law Office 

(LELO) documents in his backyard at the beginning of winter in order to make room for him 

to renovate his garage. Out of her conscientious devotion to preserving local social 

movement history, she jumped into action to save the invaluable collection from the Seattle 

rain.  I only chose to study the UCWA because Karyl Winn made it possible for me to do so, 

because she took it upon herself to acquire and organize this important collection of 

materials.  

Third, Tyree Scott passed away in early 2003, without ever having sat down to 

conduct a “life history” set of oral history interviews or writing his memoir. It was a 

profound loss, and the world is a lesser place without him. UW Political Science Professor 

Michael McCann had tried to do a life history with Scott in the late 1990s. But Tyree balked 

at the last minute and canceled the oral history interviews with Professor McCann. Tyree 

hoped to develop a history project through the Labor and Employment Law Office (LELO) 

instead of depending on academics to record or narrate that history. LELO’s history project 

planning was slow-going and not made a high priority, however, and Tyree died before the 

project ever really took off. Following Tyree’s passing, LELO received a grant from the City 

of Seattle’s Department of Neighborhoods to record video oral histories documenting 
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UCWA history. The opportunity to learn from these workers and participate in this history 

project seemed like serendipity at a time when my research interests were still wide open. In 

my second year of graduate school, I joined the UCWA oral history project as a kind of 

informal academic consultant and bystander at the same time that I decided to write a history 

of the UCWA for a research seminar with Professor Susan Glenn. 

At first, I felt awkward and self-conscious attending LELO meetings. Most historians 

don’t like working with living subjects because your subjects can (and inevitably will) talk 

back. Some may tell you that you got the story wrong. Conflict over historical interpretation 

can become personal as well as possessive, and living subjects can also accuse you of getting 

their story wrong. Race complicates these relationships even more. For scholars at both 

private and public universities in large U.S. cities, it is likely that their institutions have 

contributed to the gentrification of nearby low-income neighborhoods while providing only 

token admissions, benefits, or jobs for local residents. Though I came from a public 

institution, its record of support for low-income and minority students is generally 

inadequate, partly because affirmative action is illegal in Washington state. As a graduate 

student at the UW, I inevitably carried the burden of this institutional legacy in my 

interactions with various community activists, whatever good intentions I might have thought 

I had as an individual.  

There is no public history department at the UW— indeed, not one professor in the 

department even teaches public or oral history. When I reached out to the UW’s Human 

Subjects Division to seek institutional permission to conduct oral histories for my 

dissertation, I was the first scholar from the History Department that the staff there could 

remember working with. The permission I received from Human Subjects to conduct oral 
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histories, under the strange notion that historians do not produce “generalizable knowledge,” 

became an important precedent for UW history faculty and students who have followed me. 

But this assurance that my research would be ethical did not provide for me a sense of best 

practices for oral history.  

I thus had little more than my own personal experience to draw from when working 

out the ethical issues involved in collaborating with or writing about living subjects. As a 

white academic working with an organization whose motto is “speaking for ourselves, to 

each other,” I drew from my experience as an activist and freelance political journalist in 

Seattle prior to attending graduate school. I wrote about local issues of police accountability 

and gentrification for a couple years before I entered graduate school, including stories for a 

unique multi-racial magazine called ColorsNW.  That may have helped earn the trust of some 

at LELO, because we vaguely knew of each other professionally before we met in person. 

But neither academic privilege nor white privilege are individual personality traits. They are 

class positions— relationships of social difference that structure the distribution of power— 

that individuals can navigate but cannot transcend. 

Conscious of my race and class privilege, but not having any clear sense of what to 

do about them, I tried to assist LELO activists with what they wanted to do instead of telling 

them what their oral history project should produce. In many ways, my support for their work 

came as an intuitive response to how LELO meetings operated, rather than any specific 

requests made of me. Michael Woo in particular welcomed me to the UCWA history project. 

So also did Harley Bird, Todd Hawkins, and Bev Sims. The oral history project’s planning 

committee included other white allies from the community: Gary Greaves and Callie 

Shanafelt. But since I was not aware of LELO’s long history of having worked with white 
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allies, I felt honored but still perhaps out of place to be included in their work. So I focused 

on sharing those things I had privileged access to. I used my UW Library access to acquire 

rare national TV news footage from the Vanderbilt Library of Central Contractors 

Association (CCA) protests in Seattle during September, 1969. I shared a collection of 

photocopied articles I made at the UW Libraries while reading the Seattle Times in 

microfilm. I made copies of a rare UW Political Science dissertation written about the 

UCWA in 1975 that the author, William Little, never shared with the people that he wrote 

about. I provided the group with oral history permission forms used by the UW library as a 

boilerplate for them to create their own permission forms for their oral history interviews. I 

worked with Karyl Winn behind the scenes to track down various people interviewed by 

William Little to get their permission to release his interviews about the UCWA to the 

public. I joined in brainstorming some of the questions LELO folks asked as part of their oral 

histories, but took a back seat in the actual interview process. 

I didn’t realize it at the time, but working with the UCWA history project taught me 

how to be a white ally as an academic. This is hardly the achievement of a transcendental 

awareness or class position celebrated by some self-righteous “race traitors” and self-

consciously anti-racist whites. A white ally is, for me, not an identity but a relationship. It is 

not an individual achievement but an open-ended collaboration. It a commonsense activity of 

mutual respect that acknowledges difference instead of collapsing it in the language of 

“partnership” or “solidarity.” It involves consciously sharing one’s access to resources 

instead of using that access to try to control how resources are used and who claims credit for 

their use. If one shares resources out of guilt or awkwardness, as I think I did at first when 

working with LELO, that is perhaps better than nothing. Though still condescending, it 
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leaves the possibility open that eventually, by working collaboratively with others, one will 

come to see and ultimately reject the middle and upper class, white, and often male 

paternalism built into academic systems of knowledge production. Regardless of the 

supposedly good intentions of the researcher or the seeming righteousness of the ideological 

lens the researcher brings to his or her work, most academic knowledge production treats 

people as objects rather than subjects, as topics to build an individual career upon rather than 

colleagues doing different but related work. It is important to be conscious of this 

paternalism, and to be sensitive of the circuits of power involved in creating knowledge, 

rather than to ignore or seek impossible ways to totally transcend positions of relative 

privilege.  

I did not see any of this until I came into contact with LELO. It was through my work 

with them, and the projects that grew out of our collaboration, that I saw the value in letting 

go the attempt to write the history of something by myself, in order to write a history with 

others’ help. And so my professional and personal relationships with LELO activists 

profoundly shaped my professionalization as a scholar. Before I joined the UCWA history 

project, I imagined that I might write a history of 20th century homelessness, or maybe the 

War on Poverty. Afterward, my personal, political, and professional orientation all shifted. 

This dissertation represents an expression of that much longer process.  

Partly because of my work with LELO, UW Professor James N. Gregory hired me as 

a Project Coordinator to co-found and co-administer the Seattle Civil Rights and Labor 

History Project. I ended up working on it more or less for 3 years straight, as an alternative to 

working as a research fellow or teaching assistant. Our very first task involved digitizing and 

creating a web portal for material collected by the UCWA history project. In the process of 
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placing that material online, we consulted with LELO in the design of the web site, and 

provided a demonstration of the various pages we created before we went live. The 

consultation and collaboration we developed with LELO served as an improvised model for 

discerning best practices for community collaboration. I took the lessons that the UCWA 

history project taught me and applied them to my and Jim’s work with others. My 

collaborations involved working with veterans of the Congress of Racial Equality and local 

Chicano/a and Asian American movement organizations. But the Project’s collaborations 

with Black Panther Party movement veterans followed similar principles. We gave everyone 

we interviewed a DVD copy of our interviews, and we did not publish any interview excerpts 

online without the explicit consent of those we interviewed. We published photos and 

documents online, but only after we first received permission from the original authors, who 

retained the copyright. We considered our editorial authority conditional, rather than 

absolute, which created relationships that made our intellectual freedom possible.   

The opportunity to work on the Civil Rights Project expanded my sense of what is 

possible in academia. It motivated a shift in my political work away from freelance 

journalism and explicit advocacy that I did during my first year in graduate school. Instead, I 

threw myself into publicly engaged historical scholarship that makes interventions in local 

political culture without proscribing easy answers to social or historical problems. The UW’s 

Simpson Center for the Humanities provided essential inspiration and guidance for me to 

make sense this shift in my work. Conversations with Kathy Woodward, Miriam Bartha, 

Bruce Burgett helped me understand that academic work could take place through disciplines 

while speaking to multiple and broader audiences. Through the language introduced to me by 

Simpson Center colleagues, I came to see myself as part of a growing, interdisciplinary, 
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collaborative public humanities movement. I took particular inspiration from my many 

conversations with Lisa Thornhill, and from the example set by Georgia Roberts, Keith 

Feldman, and Anoop Mirpuri in their work with the Public Rhetorics and Permanent War 

Research Cluster. I also benefited from my participation in two Imagining America 

conferences, and particularly from my conversations at those conferences with Matthew 

Countryman.  

Working with LELO inspired me to rethink historical concepts as well as research 

practices. The series of LELO group interviews with black construction workers made my 

previously abstract graduate student discussions about historical agency concrete for me, and 

proved a turning point in my training as an historian. As I listened to people describe how 

they and not lawyers or politicians had created and later enforced affirmative action law, I 

realized that their personal stories were also political histories that scholars had ignored 

because of academic historians’ aversion to oral history and their skepticism about the 

credibility of everyday people’s testimony. State-centered histories of affirmative action as 

public policy and legal redress rely almost entirely upon government documents, created by 

people paid to treat others’ demands for justice as problems that require professional 

mediation. Government documents are political texts whose primary function is to maintain 

state power by administering and legitimizing forms of “discipline” that use police powers to 

impose the reality of the state as an arbiter of social conflict. As such, government archives 

tend to erase (by naturalizing, and presuming) the role of the state in producing the social 

conflict it claims to manage. In affirmative action history, this means that scholars who 

uncritically reproduce the social categories contained within government documents tend to 

treat rights as things rather than concepts, and treat the claiming of rights as a juridical 
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process rather than a way of reproducing state power in everyday life. Lost in government 

archives is the fact that the people whose protests, complaints, and lawsuits drove politicians 

and judges to develop affirmative action claimed to be enforcing the law themselves. 

Affirmative action, rather than being the full expression of black freedom movement hopes 

and dreams, was a new form of governmentality whose imposition was contested by all sides.  

In learning about the social movement origins of affirmative action law, I came to 

better appreciate the role of “everyday” or “local” people in shaping the contours of social 

and political power.4 Todd Hawkins’s reflection upon the legacy of Tyree Scott on his life 

during the LELO interviews was especially influential in transforming my thinking. Anyone 

with the skill to make a living while raising a family, Hawkins said, was already a hero with 

the skills and knowledge necessary to participate in direct democracy. Or, as CLR James put 

it succinctly, “every cook can govern.”5 This is more than mere liberal sentiment about one 

person, one vote. It is a revolutionary refusal to live according to class hierarchies that 

structure democracy under capitalism, and that remove “the market” from a field of social 

life subject to management by the people whose labor creates “the market.” 

By coming to view social power as resting in contested processes of reproducing 

social hierarchy, I shifted my research from histories of state policy to social movement 

history. But still I thought of myself as a civil rights movement historian. When I received 

the award for Best Graduate Student Paper from the Labor and Working Class History 

Association (LAWCHA) for my seminar paper about the Central Contractors Association, I 

opened my mind to thinking that perhaps I was a labor historian, even if I knew next-to-

nothing at the time about the past or present of the labor movement. Sharing my research on 

affirmative action history at LAWCHA’s first few conferences solidified this sense that labor 
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history could be a big tent, well beyond organized labor, and perhaps offered some of the 

best tools available to historians to describe the ways that everyday people are the makers of 

history. Graduate students including Erik Gellman, John Rosen, Kieran Taylor, and Alex 

Morrow inspired this shift in my thinking at these conferences. So did remarkably generous 

faculty at the LAWCHA conferences, including Ruth Needleman, Nancy MacLean, Joanne 

Sangster, Michael Honey, Betsey Jameson, and Laurie Mercier. Seeing Ruth Needleman and 

Mike Honey host panels in Santa Barbara that included social movement veterans — as 

people with important historical insights to offer, and as co-equal participants in historical 

debates— proved especially influential in my evolving thinking about best practices for 

writing history in dialog with living subjects. 

Just a few months after I received the LAWCHA award, the Journal of American 

History published Thomas Sugrue’s “Affirmative Action from Below,” which had all the 

essential points that I made in my seminar paper, and many more that I had not, and was also 

vastly better researched and written.6 I very much admire Sugrue’s writing, but I did not end 

up deferring to a senior scholar in the field to write the history of affirmative action’s origins. 

Instead, the experience of presenting my work to the American Historical Association (AHA) 

conference in Seattle inspired me to expand upon my research. About half a dozen black 

construction workers snuck into the conference to hear me give my first conference paper, 

which was written about them. That feeling of double-accountability made manifest by 

workers’ presence at the back of the panel’s conference room— an accountability to those I 

am writing about, as well as those in the historical profession— has never left me, and 

probably inspired me to see value in writing a full history of the UCWA.  
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When I later decided to write a dissertation about the UCWA, I set up personal 

meetings with people I met from LELO who had been part of the UCWA: Bev Sims, 

Michael Woo, and Todd Hawkins. The meetings were casual, but serious. Just as I had 

previously asked for their permission to publish UCWA history project materials online, I 

asked for their formal permission to write a history of the UCWA. I explained how tragic I 

thought it was that Tyree had never systematically preserved his own story, how much I had 

learned from the LELO interviews, and how I wanted to write the UCWA’s history before 

others from the struggle passed. Had they told me no, or if there was someone else that they 

preferred to write UCWA history, I would have chosen a different dissertation topic. 

Otherwise, my requests for permission would have been insincere— my willingness to share 

authority a mere rebranding of the same old story of academic paternalism. But UCWA 

veterans were supportive. And with their support, I felt like I had received more than 

permission to proceed. I now had an obligation to follow through.  

The sense of obligation to others is not something that most academics consider to be 

positive. Many academics and most historians tend to believe that they are autonomous 

individuals whose research and writing happens in isolation rather than through conversation. 

So I should make clear that conversation did not sully my intellectual independence as much 

as it made it possible. No one ever asked me to produce a certain kind of history. The sense 

of obligation to write about the UCWA was my own invention, a commitment to myself as 

much as to others. It committed me to publish something, to not let my research go to waste, 

and to use the material that people entrusted me with in a way that was fair. Fairness was 

something that I had come to know less through academic work and more by writing for 

multiple audiences as a journalist. To me, it meant ensuring that people could recognize their 
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voices in the story I told, even if they have different perspectives from mine and would 

inevitably tell different kinds of stories. 

At that same AHA conference where I first presented my research about the Central 

Contractors Association, I met David Goldberg. He was waiting for a job interview, while I 

was waiting to meet a friend who never showed up. Our serendipitous conversation about 

black construction worker history led us to partner in editing a book which became Black 

Power at Work: Community Control, Affirmative Action, and the Construction Industry.7 

David’s background in African-American studies further challenged my often liberal and 

state-centered framework for thinking about black freedom movement history. He pushed me 

beyond Thomas Sugrue’s approach to “long civil rights movement” history in “Affirmative 

Action from Below,” and challenged me to describe the struggle to desegregate the building 

trades as an outgrowth of Black Power campaigns for community control of inner city 

economic redevelopment. This story was there all along in Seattle, but I overlooked it almost 

completely in my first draft and early imagination of the significance of the UCWA’s story. 

David challenged the too-easy ways in which I sometimes claimed that Black Power was 

either altogether new or simply an extension of a long civil rights movement. He taught me 

to listen to UCWA interviews and read UCWA documents in ways that were much more 

sensitive to black nationalism, and to the longer history of African American political 

culture. I am indebted to David for our hopefully ongoing conversation and collaboration, 

and the inspiration it has provided me throughout my early career. I delayed writing my 

dissertation to complete Black Power at Work with him. But that delay was well worth it, as 

work on the book inspired me to undertake a massive rethinking of the scope and 

significance of the UCWA in relation to black freedom movement and labor history.  
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Researching the Dissertation 

The task of researching this dissertation depended upon numerous people who 

expressed trust in me by sharing with me their personal stories and private archival 

collections. My approach to oral history involved developing mutual understanding through 

conversation, often as a guest in people’s homes. I remain deeply grateful for those who 

made time to meet with me and guide my research, who took an interest in my work and 

trusted me to treat their stories with respect. Todd Hawkins, Michael Woo, and Bev Sims all 

shared important stories, documents, and photographs with me early on in my research. 

Harold Wright not only did an interview with me, but shared a copy of his self-published 

memoir. I met Harley Bird late in my research, but his story proved invaluable for helping 

me understand the day-to-day work of the UCWA. 

With regard to the Southwest Workers Federation, about which I only scratched the 

surface in this dissertation, I have many people to thank in helping me understand how 

important its history was to the UCWA. Michael Simmons very generously met with me 

three times during one of my visits to the East Coast and conducted a fourth interview with 

me on the phone.  His surprisingly precise recollections of specific events over three decades 

later, and his brilliant insights into the forces that shaped his work, hopefully shine through in 

my writing on the founding of the Southwest Workers Federation. They will certainly inform 

much of my future writing on the UCWA in the late 1970s. Dillard Craven’s dynamic 

storytelling about his organizing in Tulsa and participation in the new communist movement 

in Seattle inspired me to travel to the South in the footsteps of Tyree Scott and Todd 

Hawkins. In Tulsa, I was honored to interview an extraordinary group of black working class 

radicals— Walter Block, LaRue Thompson, Michael Conley, and Ruford Henderson— 
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whose remarkable stories I hope to do greater justice when I turn this dissertation into a 

book. Similarly, James Pannell spent what must have been four hours with me at a bar in 

Shreveport in a wide-ranging and thought-provoking conversation that I did not have space 

to fully incorporate in this dissertation.  

Alice Paine and Anne Stever both welcomed me into their homes to explain the 

American Friends Service Committee (AFSC) role in the development of the UCWA while 

continuing to give UCWA workers themselves all the credit for the organization’s 

accomplishments. Arthur Dye, an extraordinary gentleman, hosted me in Portland for almost 

an entire day, sharing stories on everything from his childhood to the complicated internal 

politics of the AFSC. I also interviewed Darryl Jordan and Ed Nakawatase about the AFSC’s 

Third World Coalition (TWC) while I was in Philadelphia. Daryl provided me with unrivaled 

access to the TWC’s papers— most of which had not been transferred to the AFSC Archives 

at the time. The TWC history in the 1970s was too complicated include in this dissertation, 

but I plan to tackle it and its relationship to the UCWA in the book. 

After the publication of Black Power at Work, I was able to interview two of the co-

founders of the National Association of Minority Contractors (NAMC), both of whom 

offered moving recollections about Tyree Scott’s influence upon their lives. Joseph Debro in 

Oakland and Paul King in Chicago were very generous with their time, and helped me 

understand how Scott’s participation in the NAMC shaped his leadership of the CCA, and 

also contributed to their own political work in the early 1970s.  

The first oral history that I ever conducted was also in some ways one of the most 

intense. Henry “Hank” Andes, a former Business Agent for IBEW Local 46, graciously 

invited me to his home for an interview over 2 hours long that provided me with an important 
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perspective of labor unions brought under court ordered desegregation in the 1970s. Andes 

had never been interviewed about his experience, and the interview seemed to bring back 

strong emotions. He insisted that no Seattle building trades unions had ever been racist from 

an institutional perspective, and that individual racists in the labor movement were “morons” 

and “retards.” Labor unions’ lack of black members, he explained, was entirely an effect of 

blacks not applying. He claimed that both black protest politics and Justice Department 

litigation unfairly singled out building trades unions for punishment for all of society’s sins, 

and had almost nothing to do with the unions themselves. When he spoke with me about 

having his jaw dislocated during a fistfight with UCWA protesters, he spoke in the third 

person, and stood up and began shouting as part of his recollections, powerfully evoking the 

sense of rage that many workers felt at the time. He suggested to me fatalistically that it was 

unlikely that his story could or would be related fairly. History is told by the winners, he 

said, and accusations of racism stand in the way of any kind of honest account of what he 

considered the senselessness of union-busting that took place in the name of civil rights. I 

took his challenge to heart, even though he then digressed to explain how the Civil War was 

not about slavery but a war by the North to subject the South to economic domination. My 

dissertation is unapologetically sympathetic with the UCWA, but Andes helped me 

demystify union resistance to affirmative action in crucial ways. I hope that I have presented 

that story with sufficient complexity that his perspective makes sense, even when I am 

critical of it. 

I also made use of a number of oral histories collected by others who shared their 

tapes or transcripts with me either directly or indirectly. William Little donated his oral 

histories from 1974 and 1975, which include about a dozen interviews with Tyree Scott from 
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the time, to the UW Library’s Special Collections. His collection of transcripts provided 

researchers like myself with a goldmine of irreplaceable testimony from the time. Gary 

Greaves generously shared his interviews with Tyree Scott and other black freedom 

movement and LELO activists with me before he tragically passed away. And Jonis Davis of 

the Seattle AFSC trusted me with her only copies of dozens of oral histories she conducted 

with veteran AFSC activists. Unfortunately, I misplaced her only taped interview with Tyree 

Scott after transcribing most of it, only to find the tape a few years later. I remain grateful for 

her patience, and still feel embarrassed for the uncharacteristic mistake. 

Though my dissertation began with oral history, it is based primarily in archival 

documents, some of which no historian has ever had access to before. Only because of the 

foresight, professionalism, and generosity of various archivists would this dissertation have 

been possible. At every step of the way, I depended upon visionary archivists who preserved 

collections for posterity, and generous librarians who made unprocessed collections available 

to me and made obscure processed collections accessible.  

This dissertation would not have been possible had it not been for Karyl Winn at the 

University of Washington Libraries’ Special Collections, for reasons I explained above. But 

she was not the only librarian at the UW who assisted my work. Nicole Bouche, Carla 

Rickerson, Nicolette Bromberg, Blynne Olivieri and all the staff at the help desk (including 

but not limited to John Bolcer and Gary Lundell) provided me with special assistance and 

archival access for most of my time at the UW, and were a pleasure to work with. In the UW 

Libraries’ Microfilm and Newswreels section, where I spent too many hours using microfilm 

before the Seattle Times eventually digitized its entire archive, Glenda Pearson was a true 

ally. Glenda is an outstanding professional who goes out of her way to preserve historically 
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valuable archives even when it stretches her time and resources. It has been a pleasure to 

collaborate with her over the years as part of my work on the Seattle Civil Rights and Labor 

History Project. I also want to thank the UW Libraries’ history librarian Theresa Mudrock for 

her early and far-sighted commitment to acquiring new digital archives that are transforming 

historical research and practice— particularly digital newspapers, dissertations, and archival 

collections such as those found at the Black Studies Center. Though Conor Casey’s work to 

open up restricted sections of the Tyree Scott papers came too late for me to take advantage 

of here, it will be invaluable for turning the dissertation into a book. 

Donald Davis, the AFSC Archivist, is another behind-the-scenes hero who made this 

dissertation possible. When I first arrived in Philadelphia, Davis and his colleagues went into 

the AFSC’s archives and culled through unprocessed boxes sent to them by the AFSC’s 

Seattle office in order to create a special box of materials for me related to the UCWA. This 

customized collection of material proved to be an incredible goldmine of one-of-a-kind 

documents brought together by Alice Paine in the early 1970s—the kind of collection that 

most institutions tend to discard. I never could have written about the UCWA’s early history 

with such nuanced were it not for the support I received from Davis and others in the AFSC 

Archives. They shared research space in their small office during my multiple visits, assisted 

me with my searches, and provided me with the friendliest and most supportive research 

experience I have ever had as an historian. 

Records at the National Archives and Records Administration (NARA) proved 

invaluable to my research as well. In Seattle, Kathleen Crosman helped me wade through the 

astonishing amount of material that the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission 

(EEOC) collected on the U.S. v. Ironworkers Local 86 case. Roy Lower in Seattle provided 
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me essential information with which to hopefully prevent the local U.S. District Court from 

destroying all of its files from the lawsuit as part of its short-sighted cost-cutting activities 

during our current economic crisis.  At Archives II in College Park, Maryland, Tab Lewis 

stands out as the kind of no-nonsense archivist every researcher wants on his or her side. He 

did an outstanding job processing the Department of Labor papers, and helped me understand 

why the EEOC papers were such an impossible disaster. My research on President Nixon and 

the hardhats never could have happened without the staff of the Nixon Archives then in 

College Park, as well as staff in Yorba Linda. Together, they went above and beyond the call 

of duty in assisting me with detailing how building trades unions lobbied President Nixon to 

fire Arthur Fletcher and put an end to meaningful affirmative action in the construction 

industry. I’m embarrassed to say that I don’t know all the names of the archivists who helped 

me at the Nixon archives. But I will note that the staff in College Park expedited the 

declassification of important documents related to Arthur Fletcher’s dismissal; shared with 

me a new database for finding never-before-used recordings in the Nixon tapes; and helped 

me track down historic photographs from Nixon’s meeting with “hard hats.” In Yorba Linda, 

Gregory Cumming helped me navigate the archive’s recently released treasure trove of 

“contested materials” with astonishing speed, and provided photocopy services that helped 

me make the most of my too-brief time there. 

One of the big surprises in my research was the value I found in using Freedom of 

Information Act (FOIA) requests to obtain Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) files on 

various black freedom movement activists and protests. Acquiring such files— which are 

very significant historically and serve no contemporary law enforcement value (if they ever 

did)— is not nearly as easy as it should be. In addition, many files remain threatened with 
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destruction because of our dysfunctional system of public records laws. So I am very much 

indebted to President Obama’s administration for increasing transparency at the FBI, and to 

the always professional and good-spirited Jennifer Tahan at the FBI for helping me navigate 

the complicated FOIA process and acquire tens of thousands of pages of FBI files before 

they were destroyed or sent to NARA in College Park, MD. I’m also thankful to Lauren 

Kearse at the FBI for handling my communication with speed and professionalism. At 

NARA in College Park, Jay Olin, James Mathis, Stephen Cooper, and likely others have 

worked with the limited resources available to them to process my many FOIA requests and 

to help me understand the complex records retention and declassification rules that govern 

the FBI’s domestic intelligence files. 

 Another invaluable and unexpected source of historical information came from my 

colleagues in journalism. Chris Grygiel at SeattlePI.com (he has since moved on to the 

Associated Press) provided me with access to the organization’s incredible private archive of 

historic photographs and tens if not hundreds of thousands of index cards summarizing each 

one of the articles published in the Seattle Post-Intelligencer over the last century. I hope that 

some day the Hearst corporation will donate this index to the UW library. For now, I’m 

grateful to have had access to it, especially since the Post-Intelligencer’s archive has not 

been digitized, and there is no comparable, publicly-available index of its articles. 

Other archivists played a lesser but still important role in my research. Archivists at 

the Museum of History and Industry helped me identify historic photographs of CCA and 

UCWA protests.  Archivists at the Washington State Archives in Olympia and Bellevue, 

Washington helped me navigate the Dan Evans, Washington State Board Against 

Discrimination, and John Spellman papers. 
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Visiting archives takes more than just time. It takes money. And for that I’m 

especially grateful to the University of Washington’s History Department and Graduate 

School for their travel grants, and the Maclyn P. Burg Graduate Student Scholarship Fund in 

History. Thanks also to Jill McKinstry in the Odegaard Library for helping me get to 

Washington DC as part of my presentation to a conference of the Reinvention Center. To 

help me make the most of these grants, friends who hosted me while traveling to various 

archives include Mona Atia, Sarah Wilkes, Tracy Lingo, Christopher “Tex” Oze, Ringo 

Roseman, Megan Wolff, Jeremy Simer, and my brother Brian Griffey. 

 

Writing the Dissertation 

The process of writing my dissertation also benefited from numerous professional and 

personal relationships, even if writing is the most isolating part of being an historian. A good 

colleague can be hard to find, to paraphrase Flannery O’Connor. But I have been lucky to 

have a few colleagues whose support has meant more to me than they probably know. Early 

on, Isaac Gottesman shared with me his broad social justice vision, his curiosity, and his 

passion for debate. His confidence in my work has been unflagging, for which I remain 

grateful. Trang Ta challenged me to think more critically about the social concepts and 

narrative structures I employ in my writing, though I have yet to put into practice the many 

insights she shared with me. My wide-ranging conversations with Jessie Kindig have proved 

both intellectually inspiring and personally grounding. 

In addition, I have been blessed with advisers who took an early and sustained 

interest in my intellectual development, who pushed me to improve my writing and refine my 

thinking, and who believed in the value of my work.  The support of John Findlay and Sasha 
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Harmon inspired me to attend the UW and shaped my studies of capitalism and race through 

and beyond the history of the U.S. West. Susan Glenn advised my first seminar paper, which 

proved to be the seed of this dissertation. Quintard Taylor advised my second seminar paper 

and introduced me to the field of African American urban history. Matt Sparke’s seminar on 

the geography of empire during the dark days of the first few years of the War on Terror 

modeled a form of engaged and critical scholarship that I learned a great deal from, and 

introduced me to an inspiring set of colleagues around the world. Moon-Ho Jung is a model 

teacher and scholar I regret having not developed a closer relationship with earlier in my 

graduate student career. Nikhil Singh’s engaged, rigorous, creative, and generous vision of 

intellectual inquiry challenged me to up my game, and I’m honored that he was willing to 

continue our conversations by serving on my dissertation’s Reading Committee even after he 

moved to New York University. I had long been an admirer of Michael Honey’s engaged 

scholarship—I was honored when he made time to serve on my Reading Committee, and 

used that position to push me to be ambitious in my scholarship while writing for a broad 

audience. 

Most importantly, Jim Gregory’s intellectual mentorship and financial sponsorship 

over the course of my graduate career has been so broad and deep that it leaves me at a loss 

for adequate words of gratitude. He pushed me to study social movements as social 

formations rather than ideological constructions, in relation to institutions rather than just in 

relation to their demands. This perspective definitively shaped my practice of historical 

research and writing. The amount of freedom that he afforded me to develop my own vision 

for my work on the Seattle Civil Rights and Labor History Project, and later on my 

dissertation, was unrivaled. Where other advisers would have tried to stop me from 
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publishing a book or taking time off from academic work to create an online journalism 

project, Jim provided me with advice but deferred to my judgment. Even when I tested his 

patience with my eccentricities, he proved able to keep the big picture in view, and pushed 

me in all the right ways to treat the practical aspects of the life of the mind seriously. I’m 

humbled by the amount of support he has provided over the years, and grateful beyond 

words.  

These collegial relationships would have been impossible had it not been for the 

generous support of university and private financial sponsors. The Center for the Study of the 

Pacific Northwest and the Harry Bridges Center for Labor Studies at the University of 

Washington provided early fellowship support, as well as later funding for my work with the 

Seattle Civil Rights and Labor History Project. The Simpson Center for the Humanities 

served as an incredible resource— from providing the majority of funding for my work with 

the Seattle Civil Rights and Labor History Project, to including me as a participant and 

presenter in the Connecting with the Community Institute, to hosting me as part of the 

Society of Scholars.  The Alvord Fellowship in the Humanities from the UW Graduate 

School was as generous a gift as a graduate student can receive, and made possible the 

publication of Black Power at Work. Both the UW’s Graduate School Dissertation 

Fellowship, and the History Department’s generous provision of years of Teaching Assistant 

and pre-doctoral instructor work, gave me perhaps more time to finish my dissertation than I 

deserved— a luxury that I’m grateful for.  

And last but not least, throughout the entire dissertation process political colleagues, 

personal friends, and family all provided an emotional rock without which I likely would 

have drowned in the sea of my own self-doubt. One of the big surprises and rewards of 
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remaining in Seattle for graduate school was that the motley collection of left-wing electoral 

organizers, independent journalists, and affordable housing and homeless advocates who 

mentored my political development remained such close colleagues. When I decided to take 

time away from my dissertation to do public interest journalism, it was they who showed up 

to pledge $10,000 in donations within three weeks of my beginning work. When I held an 

on-campus event to celebrate the release of Black Power at Work intended for academics, it 

was primarily political activists from the community who took time off to see my talk, buy 

my book, and debate the relevance of my historical research to the contemporary political 

moment. In the process, they showed me the meaning of collegiality in shared commitments 

to public citizenship.  

As colleagues in struggle, I remain grateful to inspiration and support from the 

following Seattle people: Sharon Maeda, Al Sugiyama, Mike Tagawa, Cindy Domingo, 

Aaron Dixon, Joan Singler, Michael Woo, Juan Jose Bocanegra, Larry Gossett, Sarah 

Luthens, Bob Barnes, Newell Aldrich, Nick Licata, Geov Parrish, Maria Tomchick, Mike 

McCormick, Joaquin Uy, Naomi Ishisaka, George Howland Jr., Silja J.A. Talvi, Helen 

Gilbert, Frank Irigon, Tim Harris, Adam Hyla, Angela Toussaint, Dawn Mason, David 

Bloom, Joe Martin, John Fox, Jon Gould, Grant Cogswell, Phil Campbell, Inye Wokoma, 

Lance Scott, Robin Denburg, Jonathan Lawson, Susan Gleason, Shaun Scott, Oscar Rosales 

Castaneda, Michael Castaneda, and many others. A few of the folks that I had the pleasure of 

interviewing for the Civil Rights Project have already passed, too soon, and I am grateful to 

their invaluable guidance when I first started my oral history work in the Seattle community. 

They include Roberto Maestas, Walter Hubbard, and Gary Greaves. 
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First as co-Chair of the Licensing Advisory Committee, and later as a behind-the-

scenes ally, I have been fortunate to work with a new generation of student activists at the 

UW associated with United Students Against Sweatshops. Never have the lessons of the 

history I’ve studied seemed so powerful as when I observed the University of Washington 

respond to student demands that it become a socially responsible consumer. It continues to 

amaze me how those in power are able to discredit social movement knowledge and tactics 

by hiring individualistic opportunists to oversee ad-hoc committees to deliberate upon 

problems they have no power or will to remedy. Supporting the work of Rod Palmquist, 

George Robertson, Rachel Taber, April Nishimura, Stephanie Adler, Ashley Edens, and 

others taught me so much more than any of my books about the courage required to stand up 

to those in power, the tedious work required to see a struggle through to a victory, and also 

the fun that one can have in selflessly fighting for justice when the odds are against you.  

It has been an incredible experience, following the publication of Black Power at 

Work, to network with and learn from activists and intellectuals engaged in anti-racist work 

up and down the West Coast. Conversations about Black Power at Work challenged me to 

rethink my audience as well as how history can speak to the concerns of the present. These 

folks include Bill Fletcher Jr., Lola Smallwood Cuevas and the activists at the ULCA Black 

Workers Center, Steven Pitts at UC Berkeley, Jason Ferreira at SFSU, Howard Greenwich 

and Elana Dix at Puget Sound SAGE, Daniel HoSang at the University of Oregon, Marissa 

Chappell at Oregon State University, Felicia Williams at Portland State University, and too 

many others to list.  

Close friends and colleagues outside academia whose continued support has kept me 

going over the years have included, to name a few: Beth Somerfield, Don Caffrey, Doane 
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Rising, Jane Richlovsky, Jeremy Simer, Elizabeth Carpenter, Emily Burns, Xtina Larsen, 

Emily Doolittle, Faith Van de Putte, George Hickey, Lisa Herbold, Rachael Myers, Neil 

Powers, Carla Bueno, Sara Koopman, Elena Olsen, Adam Warren, Anya Kirschbaum, 

Heather Morgan, Ariana Kelly, Cara Bilodeau, Garrick Wahlstrand, Scott Williamson, 

Brenna Wolf, Abby Bass, Stephen Young, Berit Kristoffersen, Tone Huse, Summar Halas, 

Suzanne Peck, Trang Ta, Jan Munger, Teresa Frizell, Elisa Mader, Amanda White, Rachel 

Lewis, Joe Szwaja and Deb Morrison, Heather MacIntosh, Brodie Welch, Nathan Riding, 

Katrin Wilde, Michael Dumas, Pete MacDonald, Ron Smith, Sabine Foster, Tina Randolph, 

and Tania Boster. I apologize if this hasty and incomplete list has left anyone out. 

 Finally, I must give thanks to my family. They have never once encouraged me to do 

anything but follow my dreams. I have to take responsibility for how strange and impractical 

those dreams sometimes are. But I have to give them credit for never losing faith in my life 

trajectory, and for allowing me space to follow my curiosity no matter where it took me. To 

relate to my brothers (Brian and Neil) and my parents (Aileen and Phil) as a self-confident if 

still self-deprecating adult in recent years has been one of the most rewarding experiences of 

my life. They have not only made it materially possible for me to live a life of the mind, but 

encouraged me to do so. In some ways perhaps my work is little more than giving back the 

gift they have given me. 
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